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Abstract—Date fruit sorting plays a critical role in the agri-
cultural and food processing industry, where precision and
efficiency are of utmost importance. This paper introduces an
innovative approach to automate date fruit sorting by utilizing
a combination of multi-modal and deep learning techniques. We
propose a novel method for categorizing date fruits into eight
distinct classes, encompassing five grades of Deghlet Noor and
three grades of Mech-Degla varieties. Our approach capitalizes
on multi-modal fusion and deep learning techniques, specifically
employing a late fusion method to integrate information from
various sources. We comprehensively assess the performance of
four deep learning models, namely CNN, VGG16, ResNet50,
and MobileNet, across two distinct scenarios. Scenario I involves
the classification of date fruits based on four different angle’s
views of the fruit, while Scenario II extends this approach by
incorporating thermal images and weight metrics as additional
modalities. Our results highlight the strengths of CNN in both
scenarios, particularly its significant accuracy improvements in
Scenario II when additional features are introduced, substantially
enhancing overall classification performance. This research sig-
nificantly contributes to the development of more efficient and
accurate automated date fruit sorting systems, addressing the
specific needs of the agricultural and food processing industries.

Index Terms—Date fruit, Deep-Learning, Late fusion, Multi-
modal, Thermal image, Weight.

I. INTRODUCTION

The sorting of date fruits stands as a pivotal process
within the date fruit industry, playing a vital role in ensuring
product excellence and aligning with consumer preferences.
Date fruits, celebrated for their nutritional value and economic
importance, exhibit a wide array of types and grades. Yet,
the accurate classification and sorting of these fruits pose
substantial challenges due to their inherent diversity. Con-
ventional sorting approaches, reliant on manual labor, visual
examination, and human judgment, often struggle to meet
the industry’s escalating demands for precision and efficiency
[1]. In response to these hurdles, advanced technologies,
notably machine learning and deep learning, have emerged
as revolutionary instruments, poised to enhance and modernize
the date fruit sorting process [4], [7], [9]. Despite their success
in various domains, the potential of CNNs in multi-modal
fusion for date fruit classification remains underexplored.
Some authors have utilized this technology to automate the

sorting and grading of date fruits, moving away from labor-
intensive manual procedures. This transition highlights the
transformative potential of deep learning, with a focus on
enhancing efficiency and fostering innovation.

In 2019, Nasiri et al. [8] conducted research with the aim
of developing a method to predict the ripeness of healthy date
fruits. They employed the VGG16 architecture and curated
a dataset comprising four classes: Khalal, Rotab, Tamar,
and defective dates. Their precision reached an impressive
98.49%. The study involved approximately 1300 date fruits
from Southern Iran, utilized in both the training and validation
phases. During the same year, Altaheri et al. [3] explored three
different models (AlexNet, VGG-16, and a modified VGG-
16) for real-time classification of date fruits. The fine-tuned
VGG-16 model achieved accuracy of 99.01%, 97.25%, and
98.59% for the tasks of maturity, type, and harvesting decision
classification, respectively. In 2020, Faisal et al. [5] utilized
a dataset comprising approximately 8079 photos. Their sys-
tem incorporated VGG-19, Inception-v3, and NASNet CNN
types, capturing images from live video sources. The system
then directed these images to the maturity level detection
system. Remarkably, the suggested IHDS achieved maximum
accuracy, F1 score, recall, and precision rates of 99.4%,
99.4%, 99.7%, and 99.7%, respectively. In 2022, Albarrak
et al. [2] introduced ”A Deep Learning-Based Model for
Date Fruit Classification.” Their dataset featured eight distinct
types of dates from Saudi Arabia. Their study was founded
on the MobileNetV2 architecture, featuring the addition of
five layers to this architecture. This augmentation allowed the
proposed model to predict and classify date fruit classes with
an astounding estimated accuracy of 99.9%.

Based on previous research findings, although their pro-
posed methods achieved respectable accuracy, they may not
consistently classify unseen fruit samples correctly. This lim-
itation stems from the fact that classification primarily relies
on visual features from one side of the date fruit, which may
not capture all relevant information and details from all sides,
potentially leading to reduced efficiency and precision. To
address the limitation in date fruit classification, we propose
integrating additional data through a multi-modal approach,
combining information from various sources to enhance accu-
racy. Surprisingly, previous research lacks the use of fusion



techniques like late fusion with multi-angles of date fruit,
various sensors, and multiple modalities [6], [9].

In our study, we employed Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) along with the late fusion technique, combining
features from various sources. We classified 853 date fruits
using four distinct models, while also considering the findings
of our other experiments to assess whether the use of multi-
angles and diverse acquisition sensors influenced classification
success. our contributions can be outlined as follows:

• We have curated a new dataset comprising eight distinct
date varieties, including five classes of Deglet-Noor and
three classes of Mech-Degla.

• This research introduces an innovative method to enhance
date fruit sorting accuracy by integrating multi-modal
data through late fusion techniques.

• The study explores two scenarios: ’ Scenario I :Fusion
Four angle of view’ and ’Scenario II : includes additional
data like thermal images and date fruit weight’.

• We utilize four well-established deep learning mod-
els—CNN, VGG16, ResNet50, and MobileNet—to pro-
cess and analyze the multi-modal data.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II
outlines the methods used in our proposed systems, Section III
discusses experimental results and analysis, and we conclude
in the final section.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Our approach to automating date fruit sorting through a
multi-modal fusion and deep learning method involves several
key stages that collectively contribute to precise and efficient
classification, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The foundation of our

Fig. 1. Architecture diagram represent our proposed system

method lies in the data collection of two date fruit varieties:

Deglet-Noor (divided into five quality classes) and Mech-
Degla ( Three quality classes). We acquired vital information
from multiple sources, including high-resolution images cap-
tured from four distinct angles (right, left, front, and back)
using an RGB camera. This four-angle photography process
generated a comprehensive visual dataset. Furthermore, we
utilized thermal infrared imaging to detect defects and assess
date fruit quality, specifically using the FLIR ONE Gen 3 -
Android (USB-C). We also recorded weight scale readings for
each date fruit to enhance our dataset, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Data Collection Process Overview

Following data collection, our approach diverges into two
distinct scenarios for classification. In the first scenario, we
rely on the fusion of four angles of views of the date as
illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Illustration showcasing the fusion of multiple angles of date fruit.

In the second scenario as in Fig. 4, we enrich the dataset by
incorporating additional sensor data, such as thermal images
and weight scale measurements. This comprehensive approach
allows us to explore the impact of multi-modal fusion on date
fruit classification accuracy. Each scenario is examined using
four models (CNN, VGG16, ResNet50, and MobileNet). Each
view’s angle of the date and thermal image, undergoes feature
extraction using these models. After this step, we obtain five
collections of feature data. Following feature extraction by
these deep learning models, we concatenate the extracted
features with the weight scale data of each date to create a
fused representation of the date fruit.

Our classification process encompasses training and val-
idation phases, executed over 100 epochs to ensure model



Fig. 4. Illustration showcasing the fusion of multiple angles of date fruit with
the Thermal image , and weight metric.

convergence. The training data allows our models to learn and
recognize patterns within the multi-modal dataset, while the
validation data assesses model performance and generaliza-
tion.

We evaluate the performance of our proposed method using
various metrics, including accuracy, precision, recall, and F1
score. These metrics offer insights into classification accuracy
and the overall effectiveness of our method.

A. Using basic CNN

Each of the two scenarios involves the use of the Basic
CNN, which comprises five identical sub-CNNs, each de-
fined as ’classifier F1,’ ’classifier F2,’ ’classifier F3,’ ’classi-
fier F4,’ and ’classifier IR.’ Each sub-CNN follows a similar
structure:

• Convolutional Layers: Each sub-CNN includes four sets
of Conv2D layers with 64, 64, 128, and 128 filters, re-
spectively, using a (3,3) kernel size and ReLU activation.

• MaxPooling Layers: Corresponding to these Convolu-
tional Layers, each sub-CNN includes four MaxPool-
ing2D layers with a (2,2) pool size.

• Flattening Layer: Each sub-CNN features a Flattening
Layer to prepare the output for fully connected layers.

• Dense Layers: Each sub-CNN includes a dense layer with
512 units and ReLU activation.

The architecture then combines the outputs of these five sub-
CNN with a tabular input (Weight) and passes them through
a series of dense layers:

• Concatenation: The outputs of the five sub-CNNs and the
tabular input are concatenated.

• Dense Layer: A dense layer with the number of units
equal to the concatenated shape and ReLU activation.

• Output Layer: The architecture includes a dense output
layer with eight classes and softmax activation.

B. Using Pre-trained models

Each of the two scenarios involves the use of Three types
of Pre-trained models. We have selected the most renowned
methods, namely VGG16, ResNet50, and MobileNet, and

conducted experimental comparisons This architecture consists
of five sub-models, each using the pre-trained network as
a base model for feature extraction. Each sub-model (’clas-
sifier F1,’ ’classifier F2,’ ’classifier F3,’ ’classifier F4,’ and
’classifier IR.’.) follows a similar structure:

• Base Model: pre-trained model (eg: VGG16) is used as
the base model with weights pre-trained on ImageNet
data.

• The layers in each base model are made trainable for
fine-tuning.

• Global Average Pooling: is added to the base model’s
output.

• Dropout Layer: Dropout is applied to prevent overfitting.
The tabular data (’Weight’) is combined with the output

of the five sub-models using concatenation. The combined
features are then passed through a series of dense layers,
including two dense layers with ReLU activation and dropout
layers to prevent overfitting. Finally, the architecture outputs
a softmax activation layer to classify the input data into eight
classes.

All the steps described above are part of the architecture
for the first scenario. However, in the first scenario, we do not
include the fifth sub-CNN models or the weight feature.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSION

This section presents the results of our experiments compar-
ing the performance of the two scenario proposed with the four
different model: basic CNN, VGG16, Resnet50, and Mobilenet
. We discuss the training and validation processes for each
model of two scenario. The experiments were conducted on
Processeur : Intel Xeon (R) E5-2660 v3 @ de 2.60 GHz x
20, 64 GB de RAM, 2 TB HDD, RedHat Enterprise Linux
Server 7.2, 64 bit. We utilized our self-made dataset, which
consisted of images of the Deglet Noor and Mech Degla
varieties of date fruit. The dataset included 80% for training,
20% for validation and test. According to our exprimental
which involved and summarized in Table I, This table provides
a comprehensive evaluation of four different machine learning
models (CNN, VGG16, ResNet50, and MobileNet) across two
distinct scenarios (Scenario I and Scenario II). Performance
metrics including accuracy, precision, F1-score, recall, training
accuracy, and validation accuracy. In Scenario I, four different
deep learning models were evaluated for their performance
in classifying date fruit images. CNN achieved the highest
accuracy at 80% on the validation dataset, with a precision
score of 73% and a balanced F1-score of 77%. This suggests
a good trade-off between precision and recall, and a recall
score of 80% indicates its ability to capture actual positive
cases effectively.

VGG16, ResNet50, and MobileNet also demonstrated rea-
sonable performance in Scenario I, with accuracy ranging from
65% to 76%, precision rates of 62% to 70%, and balanced F1-
scores of 61% to 71%. These models showed varying levels
of effectiveness in distinguishing true positive cases from false
positives and capturing actual positive cases.



TABLE I
PERFORMANCE METRICS FOR FOUR MODELS OF TWO SCENARIOS

Model Type Scenario Accuracy Precision F1-score Recall Accuracy(train) Accuracy(val)

CNN Scenario I a 80 73 77 80 100 80
Scenario II b 89 80 88 90 100 89

VGG16 Scenario I 75 70 71 75 79 75
Scenario II 82 83 79 82 86 82

ResNet50 Scenario I 76 70 71 76 90 76
Scenario II 78 67 75 78 93 78

MobileNet Scenario I 65 62 61 65 66 65
Scenario II 74 69 70 74 76 74

aScenario I: Using four views of date fruit. b Scenario II: Using four views of date fruit, thermal image, and weight.

In Scenario II, additional features such as thermal im-
ages and weight were incorporated into the evaluation. CNN
significantly improved its performance with an accuracy of
89%, but a perfect training accuracy of 100% suggested
potential overfitting. VGG16 maintained strong performance
with an accuracy of 82%, excelling in precision (83%) and
demonstrating effective generalization.

ResNet50 continued to perform well in Scenario II with
an accuracy of 78%, and MobileNet also improved with a
74% accuracy. These models showed good trade-offs between
precision and recall, indicating their ability to classify date
fruit images with additional features.

The results suggest that different models have varying levels
of performance in classifying date fruit. CNN and VGG16
performed well in both scenarios, with CNN showing signifi-
cant improvement when additional features were incorporated.
ResNet50 also demonstrated consistent performance, while
MobileNet showed reasonable results, especially in Scenario
II. Our findings indicate that the inclusion of thermal images
and weight metrics can significantly improve performance.
The results of the paper demonstrate the power of the late
fusion approach for combining multiple sources of informa-
tion for the date fruit sorting process but also highlight the
importance of selecting an appropriate model architecture.

IV. CONCLUSION

The automation of date fruit sorting is of critical significance
in modern agriculture and the food industry. It not only
enhances efficiency but also ensures consistent quality and
precision throughout the sorting process. Our research has
unveiled an innovative and efficient approach to meet this
critical need. The demands for precision and efficiency in date
fruit sorting are effectively addressed through our multi-modal
fusion and deep learning techniques.

We have taken a comprehensive approach to date fruit
quality assessment by categorizing date fruits into eight dis-
tinct classes. These classes encompass five grades of Deghlet
Noor and three grades of Mech-Degla varieties. Our method
transcends traditional sorting processes, providing a holistic
evaluation of various date fruit characteristics.

Our approach has demonstrated its prowess through rigorous
evaluation. We conducted evaluations on four deep learning
models—CNN, VGG16, ResNet50, and MobileNet—in two

distinct scenarios (Scenario I: combining four images of multi-
angle of date fruit, Scenario II: incorporating thermal images
and weight metric with previous four images). Notably, CNN
exhibited remarkable accuracy improvements in Scenario II,
where thermal images and weight metrics were included. With
accuracy, precision, F1-score, recall, and training accuracy
reaching 89%, 80%, 88%, 90%, and 100%, respectively,
our approach has significantly enhanced overall classification
performance.

In conclusion, our research not only addresses the immedi-
ate need for more efficient and accurate automated date fruit
sorting systems but also provides a comprehensive assessment
of all features that determine date fruit quality. Furthermore, it
paves the way for further innovations in the agricultural sector,
ensuring the quality and consistency of date fruit production.
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